CITY OF OAK FOREST
Planning and Zoning Commission
Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, October 2, 2019 – 7:00 p.m.
Council Chambers – City Hall

15440 S. Central Avenue
Oak Forest, IL 60452
(708) 687-4050

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
READING OF AGENDA – ADDITIONS, DELETIONS
NEW BUSINESS
1. ZC #19-011
Warren Automotive – Special Use Permit Minor Amendment: PUBLIC HEARING
– The applicant requests review and recommendation of approval for a minor amendment to
special use permit to remove requirement from staff to place a cross access easement and such
other and further zoning relief as may be required in the C1 – Local Commercial District.
2. ZC #19-012
Patti G’s Salon and Spa – Text Amendment: PUBLIC HEARING – The applicant
requests review and recommendation of approval for a text amendment to allow Day Spa as a
permitted use and to allow Tattoo Parlors as an accessory use to Day Spas and such other and
further zoning relief as may be required in the C1 – Local Commercial, C2 – General Service
Commercial, and C3 – Central Business District.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
September 4, 2019
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
ADJOURNMENT

CITY OF OAK FOREST
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
Staff Report

October 2, 2019

TITLE:

WARREN AUTOMOTIVE SPECIAL USE PERMIT – MINOR
AMENDMENT

CASE NUMBER:

ZC #19-011

REQUESTS:

SPECIAL USE PERMIT MINOR AMENDMENT APPROVAL
The applicant requests review and recommendation of approval
for a minor amendment to special use permit to remove condition
of a cross access easement and such other and further zoning
relief as may be required in the C1 – Local Commercial District.

LOCATION:

5135 W. 159th St

APPLICANT INFORMATION
APPLICANT:

Robert Warren of Warren’s Automotive

MEETING DATE:

October 2, 2019

NOTICE PUBLISHED:

September 17, 2019
Daily Southtown

STAFF:

Paul Ruane, Community Planner
Travis Bandstra, Director of Economic and Community Development

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Plat of Survey
2. Proposed Site Plan
3. Responses to Standards
4. Owner Consent

Mid-block between Laramie and Le Claire Avenues
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I.

REQUEST

The applicant requests review and recommendation of approval for minor amendment to a special use
permit to allow an automotive mechanical and electrical repair and maintenance shop and such other
and further zoning relief as may be required in the C1 – Local Commercial District at 5135 W. 159th St.
The Planning and Zoning Commission shall make a final decision regarding whether to amend the
Special Use Permit.
II.

BACKGROUND

This property is owned by Chester Borsuk through Trust #8002369410 and was most recently occupied
by BTS Tire (an automotive repair and tire shop), which closed down in late 2018. The applicant formerly
owned the property and operated a similar operation d/b/a R/S Automotive. The property is currently
vacant. While the use history the property has been automotive related, no special use permit has ever
been granted.
The Planning and Zoning Commission met on June 19, 2019 and recommended approval of the Special
Use Permit request. The City Council granted final approval via ORDINANCE NO. 2019-07-0744O. A
condition of the SUP required the applicant to provide a cross-access agreement with the neighboring
property. After complying with the other conditions of the Special Use Permit Ordinance, the property
owner/landlord declined to comply with this final condition and requested amendment to the condition
of a cross access agreement. After initially expressing a willingness to comply, the property owner has
now expressed concern that complying with this condition would impede any future development on the
site.
III.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Zoning
Current Use
Future Land Use
Area &
Dimensions
Existing Site
Features Property

C1 –Local Commercial District
Vacant, free-standing commercial building
Mixed-Use Commercial
Frontage: approximately 60 feet
Total area: approximately 13,107 SF (0.30 acres)
Total depth: approximately 218.45 feet
Property
According to the plat of survey and associated legal description, the subject
property currently consists of one parcel.
Buildings
One existing building is proposed to remain on the property. It is an
approximately 1,510 SF single-story, commercial building.
Parking
4-5 parking spaces currently exist in front of the building with additional,
unmarked and access controlled vehicle storage is available in the rear of the
property. There is approx. 50 ft. of paved asphalt in the rear with the remaining
60’ rear yard consisting of gravel.
Access
The subject property currently is accessed by one curb cut from 159th Street and
by cross access from 5141 159th St to the west.
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IV.

CONTEXT
Surrounding
Zoning & Uses

Exhibit 1: Site Aerial

North: (across the street) C1 – Commercial (vacant land)
South: R3 – Residential (single-family residence)
West: C1 – Commercial (vacant commercial building)
East: C1 – Commercial (three-story mixed-use commercial building)
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Exhibit 2: Street View of Access

V.

ANALYSIS

The recommendation for a cross access agreement was put in place to provide an agreement to both
5141 and 5137 W. 159th Street with access to parking. One of the two current entrances are going to be
closed and have to utilize the neighboring property to access their building. Also in the current condition
the access to the rear can only utilize a single direction of traffic on each property. In order to promote a
better functionality in the future staff proposed a cross access agreement to provide access to the rear
of both sites. 5141 W. 159th Street has access to 19.03 ft. of the rear driveway and 5135 has access to 11.99
ft. of the rear driveway for a combined drive of 31.02 ft. A 2-way drive requires a minimum drive aisle of
24-foot width.
VI.

CONCLUSION
STANDARDS FOR SPECIAL USE PERMITS
No special permit shall be recommended or granted pursuant to the below unless the applicant
establishes that they are met.
Code and Plan
Met. The proposed use if in harmony with city code and the Comprehensive
Purposes
Plan.

No Undue
Adverse Impact

Met. The proposed use will not have undue adverse impact on neighboring
properties.

No Interference
with Surrounding
Development.
Adequate Public
Facilities.
No Traffic
Congestion.

Met. The proposed use will not interfere with surrounding development.

No Destruction
of Significant
Features.

Met. There are no plans to change the site in any significant way.

Met. There are adequate public facilities to serve this use.
Met. The use is a low traffic use and will not create an undue traffic burden.
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Compliance
with Standards.

Met. The proposed use is compliant with all standards of the Code.

TOTAL MET: 7 of 7 standards
VII.

PZC MOTION

Motion to adopt PZC Resolution 19-16, amending ORDINANCE NO. 2019-07-0744O to remove
condition of a cross access easement and such other and further zoning relief as may be required in the
C1 – Local Commercial District at 5135 W. 159th Street

Travis Bandstra
Director of Economic & Community Development
06/06/2019
R&S Warren Auto Repair
5135 159th Street
Oak Forest Illinois 60452
Chester Borsuk
Special Use Zoning
A written statement of the need for the special use permit.

To be used for a Complete automotive repair shop. Too continue the same type of use
and business that this property has held continuously for over 25 years
Present and Future Land use framework: This property conforms within the
commercial land use zoning for Oak Forrest.
A statement concerning the conformity or lack of conformity of the approval being requested to
the City Official Comprehensive Plan (PLAN) and Official Map.

Code and Plan Purposes The proposed use and development will be in harmony with
the general and specific purposes for which this Code was enacted and for which the
regulations of the district in question were established and with the general purpose and
intent of the Official Comprehensive Plan.
A statement of how the special use sought meets the STANDARDS (below) as set forth in
Subsection 11-502(E)(1) of the Zoning Ordinance.

No Undue Adverse Impact. The proposed use, drainage and development will not
have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the character of the
area or the public health, safety and general welfare.
We are not changing the use of this property… Now under the New Ordinance within
The City of Oak Forest now calls for a Special Use Zoning that is required.
This property has been used for Automotive Repair and Service for over 25 years of
continuous use plus that I’m aware of. This is a commercial development area, business
district that has all types of similar businesses on this busy commercial street known as
159st. This business will not change the character of the area or the public health,
safety and general welfare.

No Interference with Surrounding Development. The proposed use and
development will be constructed, arranged and operated so as not to dominate the
immediate vicinity or to interfere with the use and development of neighboring property
in accordance with the applicable district regulations.
This property will not interfere with any use and development of neighboring property in
accordance with the applicable district regulations. It’s had the same continuous use for
over 25 years, this is a business district
Adequate Public Facilities. The proposed use and development will be served
adequately by essential public facilities and services such as streets, public utilities,
drainage structures, police and fire protection, refuse disposal, parks, libraries, and
schools, or the applicant will provide adequately for such services.
It’s had the same continuous use for over 25 years; this is a business district so there
will be no change.
No Traffic Congestion. The proposed use and development will not cause undue
traffic congestion nor draw significant amounts of traffic through residential streets.
It’s had the same continuous use for over 25 years, this is a business district
The proposed use and development will not cause undue traffic congestion nor draw
significant amounts of traffic through residential streets.
No Destruction of Significant Features. The proposed use and development will not
result in the destruction, loss or damage of natural, scenic or historic feature of
significant importance. No
Compliance with Standards. The proposed use and development complies with all
additional standards imposed on it by the particular provision of this Code authorizing
such use. YES

PZC CASE NO. 19-011
CITY OF OAK FOREST
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
PZC RESOLUTION NO. 19-16
WHEREAS, Robert Warren of Warren’s Automotive (“Applicant”) filed an
application for a minor amendment to a special use permit (ORDINANCE No. 2019-070744O) to remove the requirement of a cross access agreement previously conditionally
approved on June 19, 2019 in the C1 –Local Commercial District; and such other and
further zoning relief as may be required (“Zoning Relief”); and
WHEREAS, the Applicant’s requested Zoning Relief is for the property commonly
known as 5135 W. 159th Street (“Property”); and
WHEREAS, a public notice was duly published in the Daily Southtown on
September 17, 2019, and a public hearing was convened before the Planning and
Zoning Commission (“PZC”) on October 2, 2019; and
WHEREAS, the PZC has considered all of the evidence presented to it, including
without limitation, those documents attached and incorporated in to this resolution by this
reference as Exhibit B;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the PZC of the City of Oak Forest,
Cook County, based on the foregoing recitals which are hereby incorporated by
reference, that:
Section 1.

FINDINGS.

Based on the evidence presented at the public hearing, and the Findings of Fact
attached hereto as Exhibit A, the PZC hereby finds that the Applicant’s request does
satisfy the standards for the requested Zoning Relief as set forth in the Zoning
Ordinance of Oak Forest.
Section 2.

RECOMMENDATION.

Based on the findings of fact set forth in Section 1 of this resolution, the PZC
hereby recommends approval of the Applicant’s requested Zoning Relief amending
ORDINANCE No. 2019-07-0744O.
ADOPTED THIS _____ day of ______________, 20___
AYES: (___)
NAYS: (___)
ABSENT: (___)
ABSTAIN: (___)

Chairman, Oak Forest PZC
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PZC CASE NO. 19-011
EXHIBIT A
Findings of Fact
STANDARDS FOR SPECIAL USE PERMITS
No special permit shall be recommended or granted pursuant to the below unless the
applicant establishes that they are met.
Code and Plan Met. The proposed use if in harmony with city code and the
Purposes
Comprehensive Plan.

No Undue
Adverse
Impact
No Interference
with
Surrounding
Development.
Adequate
Public
Facilities.
No Traffic
Congestion.

Met. The proposed use will not have undue adverse impact on
neighboring properties.

No
Destruction
of Significant
Features.
Compliance
with
Standards.

Met. There are no plans to change the site in any significant way.

Met. The proposed use will not interfere with surrounding
development.
Met. There are adequate public facilities to serve this use.
Met. The use is a low traffic use and will not create an undue traffic
burden.

Met. The proposed use is compliant with all standards of the Code.

TOTAL MET: 7 of 7 standards

PZC CASE NO. 19-011
EXHIBIT B
Site Plan

PZC CASE NO. 19-011
EXHIBIT C
Responses to Standards

Travis Bandstra
Director of Economic & Community Development
06/06/2019
R&S Warren Auto Repair
5135 159th Street
Oak Forest Illinois 60452
Chester Borsuk
Special Use Zoning
A written statement of the need for the special use permit.

To be used for a Complete automotive repair shop. Too continue the same type of use
and business that this property has held continuously for over 25 years
Present and Future Land use framework: This property conforms within the
commercial land use zoning for Oak Forrest.
A statement concerning the conformity or lack of conformity of the approval being
requested to
the City Official Comprehensive Plan (PLAN) and Official Map.

Code and Plan Purposes The proposed use and development will be in harmony with
the general and specific purposes for which this Code was enacted and for which the
regulations of the district in question were established and with the general purpose and
intent of the Official Comprehensive Plan.
A statement of how the special use sought meets the STANDARDS (below) as set forth in
Subsection 11-502(E)(1) of the Zoning Ordinance.

No Undue Adverse Impact. The proposed use, drainage and development will not have
a substantial or undue adverse effect upon adjacent property, the character of the area or
the public health, safety and general welfare.
We are not changing the use of this property… Now under the New Ordinance within The
City of Oak Forest now calls for a Special Use Zoning that is required.
This property has been used for Automotive Repair and Service for over 25 years of
continuous use plus that I’m aware of. This is a commercial development area, business
district that has all types of similar businesses on this busy commercial street known as
159st. This business will not change the character of the area or the public health, safety
and general welfare.

PZC CASE NO. 19-011

No Interference with Surrounding Development. The proposed use and development
will be constructed, arranged and operated so as not to dominate the immediate vicinity
or to interfere with the use and development of neighboring property in accordance with
the applicable district regulations.
This property will not interfere with any use and development of neighboring property in
accordance with the applicable district regulations. It’s had the same continuous use for
over 25 years, this is a business district
Adequate Public Facilities. The proposed use and development will be served
adequately by essential public facilities and services such as streets, public utilities,
drainage structures, police and fire protection, refuse disposal, parks, libraries, and
schools, or the applicant will provide adequately for such services.
It’s had the same continuous use for over 25 years; this is a business district so there will
be no change.
No Traffic Congestion. The proposed use and development will not cause undue traffic
congestion nor draw significant amounts of traffic through residential streets.
It’s had the same continuous use for over 25 years, this is a business district
The proposed use and development will not cause undue traffic congestion nor draw
significant amounts of traffic through residential streets.
No Destruction of Significant Features. The proposed use and development will not
result in the destruction, loss or damage of natural, scenic or historic feature of significant
importance. No
Compliance with Standards. The proposed use and development complies with all
additional standards imposed on it by the particular provision of this Code authorizing
such use. YES

CITY OF OAK FOREST
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
Staff Report

October 2, 2019

TITLE:

DAY SPA – TATTOO PARLOR TEXT AMENDMENT

CASE NUMBER:

ZC #19-012

REQUESTS:

TEXT AMENDMENT
The applicant requests review and recommendation to allow Day
Spa as a permitted use and to allow Tattoo Parlors as an accessory
use to Day Spas and such other and further zoning relief as may
be required in the C1 – Local Commercial District, C2 – General
Service Commercial District, and C3 – Central Business District.

LOCATION:

15126 S. Cicero Avenue

APPLICANT INFORMATION
APPLICANT:

Patti Griffin

MEETING DATE:

October 2, 2019

NOTICE PUBLISHED:

September 17, 2019
Daily Southtown

STAFF:

Travis Bandstra, Director of Economic and Community Development
Paul Ruane, Community Planner

ATTACHMENTS:
1. Statement of Need
2. Typical Day Spa Offerings & Procedures
3. PZC Minutes 11.4.15 – 7 Day Gallery - Tattoo Parlor – Text Amendment
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I.

REQUEST

The applicant requests review and recommendation of a zoning text amendment to Appendix A of the
Zoning Ordinance to allow Day Spa as a permitted use in the C1 – Local Commercial District, C2 –
General Service Commercial District, and C3 – Central Business District and Tattooing as an accessory
use to Day Spa in the C1 – Local Commercial District, C2 – General Service Commercial District, and C3
– Central Business District.
II.

BACKGROUND

The business owner, Patricia Griffin, has approached the city about renting space to a Tattoo artist. The
business is currently operating as a salon and spa and has been in town for 33 years. Currently, the
provided services include: all hair services, facials, and massages. The property is currently zoned C3 –
Central Business District which massages and spa are an accessory use. However, Tattoo Parlors are only
available via Special Use in the C2 – General Service Commercial District.
After documenting businesses under the license category of Hair, Nails, and Skin Care Services I divided
them into the categories of Hair, Nails, and Skin Care Services or Day Spa. The biggest difference
between the two categories is Day Spas provide a combination of hair, nails, massages, and other skin
care services. The following are all qualifying Day Spas:
Always Hair - 6000 W 159th Street
Exclusive Cuts – 15421 S. Cicero Avenue
Good Hair Day – 15701 S. Cicero Avenue
Patti G’s Salon & Spa – 15126 S. Cicero Avenue
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III.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
Zoning
Required Yards &
Setbacks
Current Use
Future Land Use
Area &
Dimensions
Existing Site
Features Property

C3 – Central Business District
Front yard: 0 feet
Interior side yard: 0 feet
Rear yard: 25 feet
Patti G’s Salon and Spa
Commercial
Frontage: 100 feet
Total area: approximately 0.40 acres (17,212 square feet)
Total depth: 172 feet
Property
According to the plat of survey and associated legal description, the subject
property currently consists of one parcel.
Buildings
One single-story, commercial building with a footprint of approximately 1,440 sq. ft.
serves as the primary structure.
Access
The subject property has one curb-cut on Cicero Avenue, previously a second
entrance closed during the Cicero Avenue streetscape improvements.

IV.

CONTEXT
Surrounding
Zoning & Uses
CBD- Central
Business District

North: C3 – CBD (Sundburg Genuine Appliance Parts) 15124 Cicero Ave.
South: C3 – CBD (Catherine’s Gardens Florist & Absolute Dream Limousine)
15146 Cicero Ave.
West: C3 – CBD (Single Family Home) 15129 La Crosse Ave.
East (Across Cicero Avenue): C3 – CBD (Single Family Home) 15129 Cicero Ave.
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Exhibit 1: AERIAL

Exhibit 2: CURRENT ZONING

C3

C3
C3

C3
C3

R6

C3

C3

C3
C3
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Exhibit 3: FUTURE LAND USE
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V.

ZONING TEXT AMENDMENT
Appendix A –
The zoning text amendment proposed would be an amendment to Appendix A of the Zoning Ordinance,
which establishes the permitted uses of the zoning districts. The inclusion of a Day Spa would require
adding NAICS 812199 “Day Spas” into Appendix A.

Chapter 12-206 Definitions –

The zoning text amendment will establish a definition for Day Spas. The following are typical offering
and procedures of a Day Spa;
Hair services, Facials, exfoliation, microdermabrasion, hair removal, waxing, laser therapy,
microblading permanent makeup, tattooing, deep pore cleansing, massages, body wraps and packs, salt
glows, body scrubs, eyebrow tinting and dyeing, and makeup applications.

VI.

CONCLUSION
STANDARDS FOR TEXT AMENDMENT

Existing Uses and
Classifications.

Met. The proposed use does not interfere or change the existing use.

Trend of
Development.
Diminution of
Values.
Increase Health,
Safety, and
Welfare.
Effects on
Adjacent
Properties.
Value of
Adjacent
Properties.
Future
Development.
Suitability of Text
Amendment.
Ingress and
Egress.
Utilities and
Services.
Length of
Vacancy
Positive Effect

Met. The proposed use will not interfere with surrounding development.
Met. The proposed use does not interfere or change the existing use.
Met. There are adequate public facilities to serve this use.
Met. The use is will not change the use and enjoyment of adjacent
properties.
Met. The proposed use does not change the existing values on the adjacent
properties.
Met. The proposed use has no effect on the future development of the
adjacent sites to this property.
Met. The proposed use is not currently allowed in the location even though the
existing Tattoo Parlors on Cicero are non-conforming.
Met. The proposed use does not change the site layout nor the floor plan. An
existing salon chair will be rented to the Tattoo artist.
Met. The proposed use will not require any additional utilities than the ones
provided for the existing use.
Met. The existing building has not been vacant in an extended period of time.
Met. The proposed use is an accessory to this type of existing use.

TOTAL MET: 12 of 12 standards
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VII.
PZC MOTION
Motion to affirm PZC Resolution 19-17 recommending approval allow Day Spa as a permitted use and
allow Tattoo Parlors as an permitted accessory use to Day Spas and such other and further zoning relief
as may be required in the C1 – Local Commercial District, C2 – General Service Commercial District, and
C3 – Central Business District.

CITY OF OAK FOREST
PLANNING/ZONING COMMISSION MEETING
Wednesday
November 4, 2015

The Plan/Zone Commission meeting was called to order by Chairman
Stuewe at 7:00 p.m. with Roll Call. The Pledge of Allegiance was
led by Mr. Wolf.

PRESENT:

Mrs. Morrissy
Mr. Riha
Mr. Walsh
Mr. Ziak
Mr. Oostema
Mr. Schroeder
Mr. Wolf
Chairman Stuewe

ABSENT:

Mr. Cowgill

________________________________________________________________

PUBLIC HEARING - PZC CASE #15-012(A)
Chairman Stuewe introduced PZC Case #15-012(A), Petitioner 7 Day
Gallery, for a Zoning Text Amendment.
Mr. Melrose talked about Appendix A, which establishes permitted
and special permitted uses in each district. He noted that
tattoo parlors are not represented in the C-2 General Service
District, which is what the Applicant is requesting. Mr. Melrose
added that there are three existing tattoo shops which exist as
legal nonconformities in the C-3 District.
Chairman Stuewe asked whether the existing tattoo shops will be
addressed. Mr. Melrose stated that those shops will not be
addressed unless/until they leave and want to relocate in C-3, at
which time they will need to apply for the same text amendment as
the Applicant in question.
Mr. Oostema asked whether the tattoo parlors in C-3 were
grandfathered-in. Mr. Melrose responded affirmatively. He again
explained that, if these businesses are abandoned for a certain
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time period, they will have to apply for this text amendment and
special permit use.
Mr. Wolf asked where tattoo parlors are permitted. Mr. Melrose
responded that they are not permitted in Appendix A in any
district. Case #15-012 will be the first introduction into the
Zoning Ordinance for a tattoo parlor.
Mr. Wolf asked whether Cicero Avenue is C-3.
responded affirmatively.

Mr. Melrose

Mr. Wolf asked about the Gateway area. Mr. Melrose explained the
overlay district on the Gateway, stating that the underlying
zoning is C-3.
Dr. Peter Austin identified himself as the owner of Golfview
Dental, 6056 W. 159th Street. Dr. Austin explained that he polled
his 40+ employees and some patients and received a wide range of
negative comments about tattoo shops. He added that previous
owners and businesses at the location in question have not been
good neighbors, for various reasons. He requested more
information about what 7 Day Gallery will be like.
Chairman Stuewe explained that this portion of the meeting is
about the text amendment, for the right to add tattoo parlors
into the district. The Commissioners are not deciding whether to
allow 7 Day Gallery at this point.
Dr. Austin pointed out that 159th Street is being upgraded with
new businesses. He voiced his opinion that allowing a tattoo
parlor in this location might be heading in the wrong direction.
Mr. Wolf asked Dr. Austin’s exact location. Dr. Austin stated
that his business is located to the east of the property in
question, right next door. He added that he has been in that
location since 1970 and keeps his property looking nice.
Mr. Wolf asked for clarification of whether this is for a Zoning
amendment to establish whether tattoo parlors can or cannot exist
in this district. Mr. Melrose responded affirmatively.
Mr. Wolf cited the Agenda and asked whether this vote is also for
the 7 Day Gallery special permit. Chairman Stuewe responded that
this is two steps.
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Mr. Melrose explained that 7 Day Gallery is the Petitioner for
the Zoning Text Amendment to allow for tattoo parlors in the C-2
District. If the Commissioners vote to allow tattoo parlors in
C-2, 7 Day Gallery also is applying for a special permit to allow
for a tattoo parlor at 6000 W. 159th Street.
Mr. Wolf asked what research has been done to determine how other
townships view this and whether tattoo parlors add or diminish
economic value. Mr. Melrose named several neighboring towns that
allow for special permitted use for tattoo parlors. He stated
that there is economic value and that he has not seen any study
stating that such businesses diminish economic value in a
commercial district.
Mr. Wolf asked whether tattoo parlors were addressed prior to
updating the Code and if there is any district where tattoo
parlors are allowed as a special permitted use. Mr. Melrose
responded that he believes the previous Code allowed for them as
a special permitted use in B-3, the Cicero Avenue district.
Mr. Riha asked whether a tattoo parlor in any location, if
approved, would have to follow the same exterior guidelines as
other businesses. Mr. Melrose responded that tattoo parlors
would have to abide by the same guidelines for signage, etcetera.
Chairman Stuewe added that the Petitioner will have to come
before PZC and the City for approval; they can’t just open a
business.
Mr. Oostema asked about health inspections for tattoo parlors,
nail salons, etcetera. Mr. Melrose responded that the City does
have a Health Inspector but he is not sure about the inspector’s
duties.
Mr. Oostema asked whether there are standards, in terms of tattoo
parlors. Mr. Melrose stated that there is nothing to put in the
Zoning Code as far as business regulations for health standards.
Mr. Oostema pointed out that the City does have a small tattoo
parlor/art gallery on Cicero. He noted that that business looks
like a doctor or dentist office.
Mr. Melrose agreed to ask the Applicant whether they are required
to have health inspections and whether they are regulated in that
way.
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Dr. Austin asked about the number of employees and their hours of
operation. Mr. Wolf explained that these questions should be
addressed when/if the Zoning Text Amendment is approved for a
specific district and a business applies for a special permit.
Mr. Wolf suggested that each such business will be reviewed on
its own, in terms of special use.
Dr. Austin talked about the condition of the building and parking
lot, which are in disrepair, and about the non-existent lawn
service. He questioned whether 7 Day Gallery is buying the
building and intends to make improvements. Mr. Melrose stated
that the Applicant will speak at the appropriate time, after the
Zoning Text Amendment issue.
Dr. Austin also voiced concern about video poker parlors.
Chairman Stuewe replied that there will not be poker machines in
the tattoo parlor. Dr. Austin pointed out that there is a poker
parlor near this location.
Dr. Austin questioned how the poker parlor got into its current
location. Mr. Melrose stated that City Council has placed a
moratorium on 159th Street in terms of video gaming cafés. A
brief discussion ensued about the moratorium.
Mrs. Morrissy asked whether the City is legally required to
include tattoo parlors in the Code. Mr. Melrose responded that
uses typically cannot be prohibited outright, so a zoning
district of some type must be provided.
Mrs. Morrissy clarified that the question at hand is whether to
put this in C-2 or somewhere else. Mr. Melrose responded
affirmatively.
There were no other questions or comments from the Commissioners.
Chairman Stuewe requested a motion to approve PZC Case #15-012(A)
for a Zoning Text Amendment to Appendix A, adding the use of a
tattoo parlor in the C-2 General Service District as a special
permit.
Mr. Riha made the motion.
Mr. Oostema seconded.

The Roll Call vote was taken as follows:
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AYES
Mr. Riha
Mr. Oostema
Mr. Walsh
Mr. Ziak
Mr. Schroeder
Chairman Stuewe

NAYS
Mr. Wolf
Mrs. Morrissy

ABSTAIN

ABSENT_______
Mr. Cowgill

The motion to approve PZC Case #15-012(A) carried, 6/2, with One
ABSENT.
Mr. Melrose stated that this Zoning Text Amendment will go before
City Council on November 24th.

****************************
PUBLIC MEETING – PZC Case #15-012(B)
Chairman Stuewe introduced PZC Case #005-12(B), Petitioner 7 Day
Gallery, for the special permit.
Mr. Matthew Mueller, 2905 Carol Drive, Joliet, introduced
himself.
Mr. Mueller responded that tattoo parlors are regulated by the
State, with a State Inspector inspection. The owner is required
to keep up with State regulations so that people getting tattoos
are safe.
Chairman Stuewe asked about the business hours. Mr. Mueller
responded that he intends to be open from noon until 9:00 p.m.,
possibly 6 days a week.
Chairman Stuewe asked about the number of clientele per day. Mr.
Mueller estimated from 5 to 10 people per day; some days more,
some days less.
Chairman Stuewe asked whether there is adequate parking. Mr.
Mueller stated that there are 7 spaces and a handicap space in
front of the business and 15 public spaces across the way.
Chairman Stuewe asked whether the Petitioner is buying the
building. Mr. Mueller responded that he is not.
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Chairman Stuewe commented that the landlord will need to bring
everything up to Code. Mr. Mueller agreed with this assessment.
Mr. Walsh asked about outdoor seating, loitering, etcetera. Mr.
Mueller responded that he intends to keep the business tidy.
Mr. Walsh asked whether Mr. Mueller currently owns a business.
Mr. Mueller responded that he has been an independent contractor
at a tattoo studio in Crestwood for 11 years, but this will be
his first business. He stated that he has had an online art
business for 7 years, productively, and intends to bring that
into the store. He explained that this will be half tattoo
studio with half art gallery.
Mr. Walsh asked whether revenue will be half from tattoos and
half from art. Mr. Mueller responded that art will be on display
for purchase, as an inspiring draw to the business, but he
doesn’t expect that people will buy art every day.
Mr. Walsh asked for more information about the art gallery,
artists, etcetera. Mr. Mueller stated that the art will be his,
noting that hiring an artist could be expensive. His wife will
be the administrator. Mr. Mueller went on to talk about the
high-end feel of the business.
Mr. Walsh asked what type of art will be displayed. Mr. Mueller
stated that he has paintings, prints and reproductions of
paintings ranging from 4 x 4 to 24 x 24.
Mr. Schroeder asked whether the Petitioner is talking about the
furthest south space that currently is painted pink. Mr. Mueller
responded affirmatively.
Mr. Schroeder asked whether there is any business to the north.
Mr. Mueller believes there is storage for a cleaning company
directly next door. Next to that, there is ‘Always Hair’, and
the cleaning company is at the end.
Mr. Schroeder asked whether the storefront directly north has
customers coming and going. Mr. Mueller stated that he was told
by the management group that that space is used for storage. He
briefly talked about the cleaning company’s main office, but
stated that he does not believe anyone is directly adjacent to
the farthest south unit he is interested in.
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Mr. Wolf commented that businesses have been turned down in the
past because of a landlord’s neglect of a property. He feels
that the landlord should be present at these meetings in order to
keep the community aesthetically appealing. Although he has no
problem with the tattoo parlor/art gallery, Mr. Wolf voiced
strong concern that, without the owner’s involvement, nothing
will get done; the owners collect rents and do nothing else.
Chairman Stuewe agreed with Mr. Wolf’s assessment but explained
that this is handled under Building Code and Enforcement. He
added that potential businesses should not be punished for a
landlord not taking care of the property. Mr. Wolf insisted that
either the lessee or lessor be required to maintain the property
to PZC’s standards.
Mr. Walsh asked whether the business license can be conditioned
on the building passing Zoning Code and Building Code for
property maintenance. Mr. Melrose stated that the lessor can
lose his tenant if he does not maintain the property.
Mr. Walsh suggested that a condition of the approval be based on
a passing grade for the landlord, in terms of the parking lot,
gutters, appearance, etcetera. Mr. Melrose suggested a property
maintenance inspection prior to the Petitioner opening.
Mr. Walsh reiterated his suggestion that this be conditioned on
an inspection and approval that the building is taken care of.
That way, the landlord is motivated to bring the building up to
Code before a tenant can move in. Chairman Stuewe agreed.
Mr. Walsh asked whether this would address Mr. Wolf’s concerns.
Mr. Wolf agreed to the condition being placed but stated that he
already voted ‘No’ to the text amendment and is not in a position
to vote favorably for this type of business.
Mr. Ziak asked whether the name will be 7 Day Gallery.
Mueller responded affirmatively.

Mr.

Mr. Ziak asked how the shop will be arranged. Mr. Mueller stated
that, upon entering the lobby, art will be seen behind the halfwalls. The tattooing will be done behind the half-walls and will
not be seen.
Mr. Wolf stated that the applicant’s presentation was very well
done and wishes them success but has to vote no against the
project as he voted no against the zoning text amendment.
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Dr. Peter Austin again identified himself and stated that the
building has been an eyesore over the years, including trash
blowing onto other properties (which draws bees and vermin),
weeds, etcetera. Dr. Austin suggested follow-up with the owners.
He talked at length about the previous owner, George, who tried
to maintain the building himself and didn’t do it well. He
suggested that the entire building needs to be inspected.
Dr. Austin stated that he has called the City several times about
issues with the property in question. He stated that he would
feel better if he had a neighbor who kept the property up. He
pointed out that he doesn’t have to keep his practice at this
location and reiterated his concern over the direction the City
is going, allowing poker parlors, tattoo parlors, etcetera.
Dr. Austin wished Mr. Mueller luck.
good neighbor.

Mr. Mueller agreed to be a

Mrs. Morrissy commented that, although she thinks Mr. Mueller’s
proposal is great, she also has to vote ‘No’ because of the 159th
Street location. She wished Mr. Mueller well.
Chairman Stuewe requested a motion to approve PZC Case #15-012(B)
for a special permit allowing the use of a tattoo parlor, as
presented, for 6000 W. 159th Street, with the Conditions that a
property maintenance inspection will be conducted prior to
occupancy and all Code violations must be addressed prior to
Certificate of Occupancy.
Mr. Walsh made the motion.
Mr. Oostema seconded.

The Roll Call vote was taken as follows:
AYES
Mr. Walsh
Mr. Ziak
Mr. Oostema
Mr. Schroeder
Mr. Riha
Chairman Stuewe

NAYS
Mr. Wolf
Mrs. Morrissy

ABSTAIN

ABSENT_______
Mr. Cowgill

The motion to approve PZC Case #15-012(B) carried, 6/2, with One
ABSENT.
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Mr. Melrose stated that this also will go before City Council on
November 24th.

***************************
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Chairman Stuewe requested a motion to approve the minutes of
October 21, 2015.
Mr. Ziak stated that the comments about the towing business at
147th and Central were not made by him but by Mr. Wolf. A brief
discussion ensued about who made the comments; possibly Mr.
Walsh. Mr. Melrose will make the changes.
No other additions, deletions or corrections were requested.
Mr. Ziak made the motion.
Mr. Oostema seconded.

The Roll Call vote was taken as follows:
AYES
Mr. Ziak
Mr. Oostema
Mr. Schroeder
Mr. Wolf
Mr. Riha
Mr. Walsh
Chairman Stuewe

NAYS

ABSTAIN
Mrs. Morrissy

ABSENT_______
Mr. Cowgill

The motion to approve the minutes of October 21, 2015 carried,
7/0, with One ABSTAIN and One ABSENT.

****************************
UPCOMING MEETINGS
Mr. Melrose stated that he was waiting on a Zoning application,
which did not come in so it missed the Public Hearing
requirements and will be pushed to December 2nd. He stated that
the application is coming from a vapor/e-cigarette store.

CITY OF OAK FOREST
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
PZC RESOLUTION NO. 19-17
(Text Amendment – Day Spa – Tattoo Parlor Acc. Use)
WHEREAS, Patti G’s Salon & Day Spa (“Applicant”) filed an application for text
amendments to Appendix A and Subparagraph 12-206: Definitions; of the City of Oak
Forest Zoning Ordinance designed to provide approved uses and how reference to any
special requirements or approvals required and such other and further zoning relief as
may be required; and
WHEREAS, the Applicant’s proposed amendments are fully set forth in Exhibit A,
which is attached and by this reference incorporated in to this resolution; and
WHEREAS, a public notice was duly published in the Daily Southtown on
September 17, 2019 and a public hearing was convened before the PZC on October 2,
2019; and
WHEREAS, the PZC has considered all of the evidence presented to it, including
without limitation, those demonstrative exhibits attached and incorporated in to this
resolution by this reference as Exhibit B;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the PZC of the City of Oak Forest,
Cook County, based on the foregoing recitals which are hereby incorporated by reference,
that:
Section 1.

FINDINGS.

Based on the evidence presented at the public hearing, the PZC hereby finds that
the public good demands or requires the Applicant’s proposed amendments set forth in
Exhibit A, considering the trend of development in the City, and the possibility of improved
value, use, and enjoyment of property encouraged by the proposed amendments.
Section 2.

RECOMMENDATION.

Based on the findings of fact set forth in Section 1 of this resolution, the PZC herby
recommends the adoption of the Applicant’s proposed amendments set forth in Exhibit A.
ADOPTED THIS _____ day of ______________, 20___
AYES: (___)
NAYS: (___)
ABSENT: (___)
ABSTAIN: (___)
Chairman, Oak Forest PZC

812910

Animal Grooming Services

P

P

P

P

P

811412

Appliance Repair and Maintenance
Automotive Body, Paint, and Interior Repair and
Maintenance

P

P

P

P

P

S

S

S

P

S

S

S

P

811121
811122

Automotive Glass Replacement Shops
Residential Districts

NAICS
Code

Uses

811111

S

S

P

811191

Automotive Oil Change and Lubrication Shops

S

S

S

P

813910
811192
812220
811490
812310
811211

Business Associations
Car Washes
Cemeteries and Crematories
Clothing Repair Shops, alterations only
Coin Operated Laundries and Drycleaners
Consumer Electronics Repair and Maintenance
Consumer and Industrial Machinery and Equipment
Maintenance and Repair
Day Spas
Diet and Weight Reducing Centers, non-medical
Dry-cleaning and Laundry Services
Footwear and Leather Repair
Funeral Homes
Hair, Nails, and Skin Care Services

P
S

P
S

P
S

S

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P
P

P
P

81211
812332

R6

O1

S

812199
812191
812320
81143
812210

R5

I1*

Automotive Mechanical and Electrical Repair and
Maintenance

S

R4

159th
St.
C.O.D.

C3

S

R3

Off
Dist

C2

S

R2

Ind
Dist

C1

811310

R1

Commercial Districts

P

GRD

P

P

P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
S

P
P
P
P
S

P

P

P

P
P
P

P
P
P
S
P

P

Industrial Launderers
Jewelry Repair Shops without retailing new jewelry

P

P

P

P

812930
812930
81291
812990

Parking Garages, automobile (privately owned)
Parking Garages, automobile (publicly owned)
Pet Boarding Services
Psychic Readings
Religious, Non-for-Profit, Professional, Fraternal and
Civic Organizations

S
P
P

S
P
P

S
P
P
S

P
P
S
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IB

S

811490

813

OS

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

S
S

S
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81142

Reupholstery and Furniture Repair

P

P

P

812199
812199

Tanning Salons
Tattoo Parlor***

P

P
S

P

NAICS
Code

812199
-

Residential Districts

-

R3

R4

R5

Other
Accessory Uses
Tattoo Parlor – Accessory Use – Day Spas
Drive-in or Drive-up facilities associated with retail
establishment
Outdoor storage accessory to a retail trade located in the
C1 thru C3 districts of this zoning ordinance
Planned Unit Development
Public Parks and Playgrounds
Home Occupation
Outdoor Eating Patios when accessory to commercial
establishment
Outdoor Beer Garden, when accessory to commercial
establishment
Temporary Uses

-

R2

R6

C1

C2

C3

P
P

Commercial Districts

Uses
R1

P

159th
St.
C.O.D.

Ind
Dist

Off
Dist

I1*

O1

GRD

OS

IB

Subject to provisions set forth in Article IX.

S
S

S
S

S
S

S
S

S
S

P

P

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
P
S
S
Subject to provisions set forth in Section 9-102.
S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

P
S
P

S
P

Subject to provisions set forth in Section 9-103.

Public Administration
922160

Fire Departments

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

921190

Other General Government Support

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

921110

Mayor’s Offices

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

922120

Police Departments

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Public Works Facilities

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Service
Accounting, Tax Preparation, Bookkeeping, and
5412 Payroll Services
Administrative and Management and General
541611 Management Consulting Services

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

541810

P

P

P

P

P

-
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Advertising Agencies

P

P
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DAY SPAS. Establishment providing services in addition to hair, nail, and skin services such as
facials, exfoliation, microdermabrasion, hair removal, waxing, laser therapy, microblading,
permanent makeup, tattooing, deep pore cleansing, massages, deep tissue, pre-natal, body wraps
and packs, salt glows, body scrubs, waxing, eyebrow tinting and dyeing, makeup applications.
Both massage establishments and tattoo parlors are provided as accessory uses.
DECK. A platform or structure serving a principal structure at thirty inches or more above grade
and not covered by any permanent structure.
DEDICATION. The designation of land for a public use by the owner thereof.
DENSITY. The number of persons, families or dwelling units or the amount of gross floor area
in a building, on a lot or in a development.
DENSITY, GROSS. The density of a development divided by the gross area of the development.
DENSITY, NET. The density of a development divided by the net area of the development.
DEPTH OF LOT. See Subsection 12-206 L of this Section.
DETENTION. Temporary storage of storm water to be released from the property at the same
rate as it would be released from the property in its natural state, by means of a facility
engineered for that purpose.
DEVELOPMENT. Any man-made change, other than maintenance of existing structures, paved
areas or utilities, to improved or unimproved real estate, including, without limitation, the
construction or installation of new, or enlargement of existing structures, streets or utilities;
dredging, filling, drilling, mining, grading, paving or excavating operations; and open storage of
materials.
DISPLAY SURFACE OR FACE. The area made available by a sign structure for the purpose of
displaying the sign's message.
DISTANCE OF SIGN PROJECTION. The distance from the exterior wall surface of a building
to the sign element farthest distant from such surface.
DISTRICT OR DISTRICT, ZONING. See Subsection 12-206 Z of this Section.
DISTRICT BOUNDARY LINE. A line on the Zoning Map separating one district from another.
See also Subsection 2-103 C of this Code.
DISTRICT BOUNDARY LOT. Any lot or parcel of land any lot line of which coincides with a
district boundary line or which is contiguous to a public or private right-of-way containing a
district boundary line.
DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITY. An establishment or facility that provides products or services
to occupants seated inside a motor vehicle, other than within a building, but not including
dispensing of fuels at an automobile service station. Pick-up, drop-off, ordering and service are
handled through a drive-through window.
254
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CITY OF OAK FOREST
PLANNING / ZONING COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, September 4, 2019
The Planning & Zoning Commission meeting was called to order at 7:07 p.m. with Roll Call.
PRESENT:

ABSENT:

Chairman Jim Stuewe
Commissioner Dave Kerr
Commissioner Wayne Schroeder
Commissioner Michael Ziak
Commissioner Ken Keeler
Commissioner Chuck Wolf
Staff Member Paul Ruane
Staff Member Travis Bandstra
Counsel Jason Guisinger
Mayor Hank Kuspa
Commissioner Jason Riha
Commissioner Chuck Poulin
Commissioner Nick Zembruski

******************************

1. Preliminary Discussion regarding Text Amendment - Tattoo Parlor in C3 - Central Business
District
Paul Ruane:

Paul Ruane:

Chairman Stuewe:

The current business is Patti G's Salon and Spa operating hair services,
facials, massages. She is looking to rent out a chair to a tattoo artist, not only
to do just strictly tattoos, but more specifically would be cosmetology type of
tattoos that would be an accessory to this use.

Looking into the current conditions of the situation, tattoo parlors are a
special use in the C2 district, which is commonly found on 159th Street and a
few others places throughout town. So as of right now, anything on Cicero
would not be an allowed use. Additionally, any new tattoo parlor that would
need to be located 2000 feet away from the nearest tattoo parlor. So, due to
the existing location of this property with Native Rituals to the North 300
feet and Peace of Art Tattoo to the South 1350 feet away from it, it would
have issues with the proximity. Looking at the existing tattoo parlors that we
have in town, a 2000 foot distance requirement wouldn't leave any option as
far as space in her location for a tattoo parlor.
I got a question first. Why does it call it a parlor when all they're doing is
actually leasing a seat?
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Paul Ruane:

Patti Griffin:
Paul Ruane:

Tattoo parlor would not be currently something that we could put in as an
accessory use or is a business for that. Obviously for the reasons of it not
being allowed in the area, but they wanted to get a business license for the
specific person to operate.

In the spa format, I have a license for a spa, you can do all that. I can have a
tattoo artist, permanent makeup it's called, all these things above.

Per her insurance purposes, but as far as a business license from the city

Patti Griffin:

On my license, it's spa, though.

Paul Ruane:

As far as our current use table, when you actually look under what the spa is
able to do in the codes, it doesn't permit any tattooing under that currently.

Patti Griffin:

Patti Griffin:

Travis Bandstra:

Travis Bandstra:
Jason Riha:
Paul Ruane:

Patti Griffin:

Spas are allowed to have all those things in them. The city never said you
can't have someone do permanent makeup tattooing. When I got my license,
that's one under spa, so I can have all those things. Otherwise, I would have
just had hair.

I've been here since... 33 years. So I mean, and it wasn't in the fact, and I've
had a license here as a spa and it was never said, now you can't have that.
You know when you're a spa, you're licensed to do the things that are under
spa.

Ultimately, the way the city of Oak Forest zoning ordinance works is it
classifies uses by NAICS codes, which are the Census Bureau's industry
classification codes. Salon has its own code and tattoo parlors has its own
separate code, and they are defined as separate uses within the city zoning
ordinance. After consulting with the attorney, there are some accessory uses
that you can do. Salons in particular tend to have a lot of accessory uses, but
there is no way to classify tattooing as an accessory use to a salon by our
current zoning ordinance.
So, you would have the option to either change the accessory use type
category perhaps or just change it as a primary use and allow it to be an
additional primary use on the site.

Is the existing tattoo parlor aware that this is going on? Do we anticipate any
issues from that existing business where they can come back to the city and
say, "Hey, the code said this, now it's threatening my business."

One thing to note is that it currently is a non-permitted use where it's at. So,
it wouldn't be able to transition from one hand to another hand. It would
pretty much die as is. I would think it won’t be necessarily as much of a
tattoo parlor as a cosmetology related use. Unless he had a specific client.
Spa you do nails, you do hair, you do massages, facials, and permanent
makeup.
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Paul Ruane:
Travis Bandstra:

Patti Griffin:
Chuck Wolf:
Chuck Wolf:

Tom Biggs:
Chairman Stuewe:
Tom Biggs:

Tom Biggs:

Paul Ruane:
Jason Guisinger:

Hair salon is the primary use and the accessory use of what your building is
for a spa. So, it's just something that fits underneath your license. But under
a spa, in our codes, they don't call out tattooing.

Just to clarify, the exact use in our code is NAICS code 81211, which is hair,
nails, and skin care services. So, that's how it's classified. Salon, spas, all of
those types of uses typically would fall under that general category. And
then tattoo parlor, again is 812199 is a different code, and that was, I think,
back around 2015 is when the city amended the code to allow special use on
159th Street due to the request from a new parlor that opened up on a 159th
Street.

Well, he will be going under my business name. There won't be any signage
for tattoo parlor on my property. There won't be things like that. It'll still be
Patti G's Salon and Spa.

I understand that, but I mean the classifications now, nothing's supposed to
be. No tattoo parlor is to exist on Cicero Avenue, correct?

This I do view as an accessory to the establishment itself. It is not
conforming to an external building, a standalone that has a tattoo parlor. So,
I would suggest if anything, we look at the article nine of accessory uses to
establishments and possibly look at a text amendment within an accessory
use to one of these codes or businesses.

My name is Tom. I'm the person, obviously, the tattoo guy. Why is it that that
you guys don't want the tattoo shops?
Not that we don't want them. We're just spacing them out so there's not an
overrun of having them. That's what it was originally.

Right, but from my understanding through what's going on right now is that
tattoo shops bring a lot of businesses into the area. You have younger clients,
younger people, from other areas coming in and seeing the city. So, I don't
understand why you wouldn't want that happening in your city. I'm just
asking a question.
I'm just asking the question and just trying to bring something up to you
guys that maybe you didn't realize because I've had other businesses and
other areas as far as tattooing and they love seeing tattoo shops come in
because of that, younger people coming through.

I don't think the issue is that they don't like them. It's just that we're trying
to build up the history here to present it to the board here and get an
understanding whether or not they would be open to allowing this use.

By adding tattoo as an accessory use to the salon uses, that's one way to deal
with it. But I suppose one thing to think about is the distinction between
tattoos that are being given that are more related to the spa business in the
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Patti Griffin:

Paul Ruane:

Chuck Wolf:

Michael Ziak:
Patti Griffin:
Chairman Stuewe:

sense that they're permanent makeup and that type of thing and then actual
tattoo art that's being done. Because in my mind those are two different
services. So, I guess if the commission is inclined to go that route by allowing
this through an accessory, you have to ask yourself, do you want to allow
every salon in town or at least within this district to have a tattoo art
component to their salon?
I guess if they had a spa they could. I mean there's tanning and all those
other things that go along. Like I said, massages, we have massages and
facials and estheticians and things like that and other thing too. So, I guess if
hair salons, a lot of hair salons don't want to go that route of having a spa. It
costs a lot more money. Insurance is a lot higher when you give out all those
extra things. I've been doing it here in Oak Forest for 33 years, and I have
had a salon. My other salon was across the street, had one on 159th, and
they were hair salons, but then I opened a spa to give those extra things to
my clientele. Instead of them going out somewhere else to another area to
spend their money, I brought it all together.

Just to kind of give you guys a little bit of a background on how some of the
other municipalities nearby have handled these. Tinley Park, they have it as
a permitted use, and the general personal service is what they classify it,
which is a permitted use in the B2 and B3, which is mostly Harlem and
159th Street. Orland Park allows it as a special use within the general
business and the core mixed-use district but not to be any closer than 1000
feet from a tattoo establishment or to the property line of a school, childcare,
or a park. Other than that, Midlothian requires it as a special use. Most of
them are special uses, or they just do not specify whether they're acceptable
or not.

I mean, I think one of the things we have to address is because there are
things, and do we want to allow that and the same parameters that we have
on 159th and look at amending the text in our accessory as far as an
establishment? In other words, this isn't a standalone business that's coming
in to operate. It's an accessory to an existing business within the same shell
that is not advertising outside that business on its own. So, those are
distinctions I think that can allow for an accessory to it without changing
what is required for a parlor standalone.

Now, I have a question for the business owners. Will the tattoo artists that
you propose to operate out of your building be your employee or will he be a
separate business entity?
Well, that's why we're doing this. He needs a business license, and all of our
things in there are, well everybody works separately. We have, like I said,
estheticians, they're contractors in the business and...

You're providing a building for everybody to work in and [inaudible
00:29:48].
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Patti Griffin:

Michael Ziak:
Patti Griffin:

Michael Ziak:

Patti Griffin:

Travis Bandstra:

Wayne Schroeder:

Jason Guisinger:
Patti Griffin:

Chuck Wolf:

The beauty businesses turn to now, it used to be one, but now everybody
wants to be contractors, type of thing. And like I said, he's not going to have
a sign or things like that out on my property or anything like that. This is
inside our business. It's offered. It's not going to be looking for clientele like
against the other Native Rituals, which I know John. And, I know they
wouldn't be upset if someone came to do this at my salon because I know the
people, but that's what it is. It's just another thing that your wife or
daughter, son would come and you offer these services.

Another question. So, would the tattoo artists be doing cosmetic tattoos or
would it be-?
Both.

So, they'd be able to go in and get an arm sleeve for instance?
Yes, if that's the case.

So, currently within the category of 812199, the only uses the city allows are
tanning salons as a permitted use and tattoo parlors as a special use in one
district. To give an example, so rather than just allow all of these, they wrote
it very specifically to only allow a couple of these subcategories within this
broader personal care services. There may be some salon spas that may
have small amounts of these that may be unknown to the city, but in general
that's how they wrote the ordinance. To give an example on the accessoryuse side, there is one other use in here that is the massage parlors. They are
currently allowed in the city only as an accessory use to another business.
So, that would be an example of one of the options that you're considering.
If we were to allow this, whether it be permitted or a special use through an
accessory use, how would that work as far as being a business license,
considering that would be a standalone business license separate from the
beauty salon and spa? Do you know by chance?

Well, generally you don't get a separate business license for an accessory
use.

I can do that. I just thought that this was the way to do it. I thought, I mean, I
could have him work there, and I can 1099 him. This is to be a contractor
and insurance purposes too. You know? That helps also. If he has a license
with the city, it helps for insurance purposes.

Well, along those lines, could it be where staff could work or is this the
direction? I mean it's one that I've suggested and that's to look at a text
amendment within the accessories to allow beauty salons or spas to operate
with certain accessories aside from just hairstyling and facials or something
to establish it within our code. Whatever you see is fitting and then bring it
to us. You know I, I guess that's a directive I guess is board is that direction
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feasible with everybody on this board to go in that direction and have them
come back with a text amendment for an accessory use to a spa.

And I think what's the direction staff is looking for is whether that's
generally acceptable to the plan commission. If that's something that the
plan commission is interested in entertaining, making a text amendment to
the zoning ordinance to allow tattoo uses to be an accessory use to a
business salon and that wouldn't just be for this business, it would be for
every salon business within the city or it could be restricted to zoning
district as well. But I'm not sure how much difference that makes given how
limited tattoo parlors and beauty salons are already in the code.

I have a question though for you is, we keep saying salon, but what about a
spa... making it separately for spa? That's fine. Just make it for the spas that if
another spa was to open, they would be able to have that in there, but it's
not being allowed into salons.

I would agree with everything that you two just said. I don't want to
regurgitate it, but accessory use with some limitations to spas specifically
limited to a chair or a square footage within the space so it doesn't
completely overrun an actual tattoo parlor and it continues to just be an
accessory. That's the way I would go, which I know, I understand and it
would be for spa only to kind of keep a control on it.

I think the question, the only question I had staff that we would have is, so I
think it's clear we can work with the city attorney to see if there is a way to
either to amend the use table in some way to expand the personal services
categories to allow this as an accessory use. Our question would be if for
some reason we just feel that that doesn't work, is the commission open to
allowing this as a primary use or are you again, you know by making it its
own, especially used like it is on 159th street, that would be the other
alternative.

If for some reason we can't find a way to allow it as an accessory use are you
open to or unless the city attorney is confident that's not an issue. I'm just
foreseeing the chance that it isn't, are you open to allowing it as a primary
use instead then to still accommodate your goal?
I I'd like to hear the attorney's perspective on that and whether it is before I
mean I like to do the due diligence for you to come back and say no we can't
or are there respect to you know perspective of the attorney?

I mean that's a matter of policy for the plan commission to review and make
a recommendation to the city council to do or not do from a legal
perspective. As I said, we can identify uses in make use of special uses,
permitted uses, allow multiple uses within one building space. All of those
things can be done pursuant to the city's home rule authority. But again, it's
a matter of policy.
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There was an informal consensus to allow spas with a tattooing parlor as an accessory use.
This gives staff direction to pursue this course of action. Planning and Zoning Commission
Staff have to be a noticed public hearing before the Commission.

******************************

2. Preliminary Discussion regarding Text Amendment - Recreational Cannabis Dispensary
Staff Member Paul Ruane introduced the discussion of Recreation Cannabis Dispensaries presented
2 Powerpoints, one prepared by Klien, Thorpe, and Jenkins providing details on state law statue,
the second providing examples of existing dispensaries nearby.
Ray Kalinsky:

Ray Kalinsky:

Chairman Stuewe:
Ray Kalinsky:

Ray Kalinsky:

Ray Kalinski longtime Oak Forest resident. We've got a partner, Tom, and
another partner there that are in the industry now. We are bringing in some
experienced people. We have a security firm out of Lake Forest that we've
hired that is going to do all the security. You're not going to, if you don't
attack all this stuff at the beginning anyways, with the real high security, the
high training program for your employees, how you are going to set it up,
you're not going to even get a license anyways.

We don't have to have an agreement with the city first. You guys get to
approve it if we're going to be in here, but they're going to approve 73
licenses in the state of Illinois for dispensaries. They give you 180 days then
to find a partner in the city or whoever it's going to be to put those in gear,
to get security going, get all that stuff going to come in and speak to you to
get and make sure you're ready to give you your permanent license at that
time.
How many licenses are going to be in the Cook County area?

There's 52 medical throughout the state. What they're doing with the
medical cannabis is they get to open one recreational on the site. So all the
sites he showed you will become recreational and then the medical get one
more. For instance, he showed you Windy City. Windy City's also opened in
there, one more in Crestwood. So at that point there will be 150 in the state
of Illinois and then they're going to allow 47 I believe. Cook County and
Naperville - Elmhurst is going to get 43 more and that's what they're going
to allow. And then the rest is like Bloomington, Illinois is going to get one.
Peoria is going to get two and that's on top of the other 150 that'll already be
throughout the state.
They did a study and found out that right now in the state of Illinois,
although there's 52 medical dispensaries and I think 21 cultivators. It's
already owned by four corporations that mainly aren't even Illinois
corporations. So they wanted to change that until social equity programs.
They want to expunge day one on January 1st there, if you had one to 30
grams of possession that maybe allowed you not to get a job cause it's on
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your record or it's caused you, they're going to expunge that right off your
record.

Anything over 30 to 500 grams, you can petition the court to get that
expunged. They're trying to take those people, they call them social equity
partners that have those expugnable offenses and get them into the
ownership. We have two of those people on our ownership. The ownership's
made up of six people, local people. We're not big business, we're hiring the
people, the attorneys and the things like that to help us. We got a crew out of
Colorado that's going to help us do the training, make sure that employees
are trained properly.
But we do have two social equity people on our crew that are bringing
money. But they had the unfortunate, have had that on their record from
years and years ago. Everyone's probably gonna have those people on their
team. There's an ad on Indeed that says there we're hiring for a social equity
cultivation manager.

And I also looked at your locations that you said you're already looking at in
Kilbourn, basically all down in an industrial park area. I know that's a very
dark area and then I'm just kinda curious, you talk about security, I'm just
wondering how did you decide that that would be the ideal place for that?
Considering the traffic pattern over there is, like I said, 167th street and then
again that dead industrial park is quite dark at nighttime for people to come
in and out of there.
The security is going to be a question anywhere, right? We're going to have a
pretty robust security program. As far as traffic, I'm not looking to have
blinking signs. We're looking at just having a dispensary. A lot of the things
you've seen, we're not allowed to have a lot of the signs that mentioned
marijuana or have pictures of leaves and things like that. The way people
find these dispensaries is usually through apps on their phone, the people
that need it, word of mouth and things like that. These sites were more kind
of suggested like that might be more acceptable in the City Oak Forest.
Rather than putting it right on Cicero.
We base that on what was currently allowed for the medical cannabis.

My name is Tom Stumpf. I'm also a resident of Oak Forest. I've been here for
38 years, my wife has actually owns a cultivation facility in the state of
Illinois. As well as three dispensaries, medical dispensaries. So when you
look at Windy City for an example that's an anomaly. You really don't see too
many locations like that on a main thoroughfare. They're generally kind of
off the beaten path a little bit per se.
The security, you can't even explain the cultivation facility. We've got 168
cameras. It's monitored by the police district, 21. It's monitored 24 seven
and they watched that facility day and night, 24 hours a day, with and
without people in it. Obviously it's barb wired, it's sally port gates getting in.
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It's a little bit of a different location because you are actually where
everything is being produced and made and then packaged and sent out. But
everything obviously outside of the flower rooms is all in vaults.

When you get into a dispensary as well, everything that's on the showcase
during the day gets put back in vaults at night. To this day there has been
zero issue in the state of Illinois with any issues at any dispensary or any
cultivation throughout the entire state of Illinois. From delivering the
products to the locations, to patients coming in to pick it up. It's been a very
seamless process. The state has got their thumb on us 24/7 when, I mean
they're in our facility, they're probably in there at minimum once a week if
not twice a week.

Every item there produced gets tested before it can be packaged and then
coded and are all the systems are linked between the dispensary's as well as
direct locations coming in. Everything will be linked with the state of Illinois
so they know exactly what is in the location, how many items are in there,
what package by brand, by skew, by item and the all the systems are linked
together and all the data goes through the state of Illinois.

We would prefer to be in a little bit of a better area than not that that's a bad
area. It's just to your point, it's kind of off the beaten path a little bit, right? If
the city is willing to put us in a little better spot, like Crestwood is for an
example, they're going to put it at the corner of just off the turnpike and
Cicero. Pretty good location for them, for city revenue tax dollars as well.
People are going to buy it on that side of the street or they're going to buy it
on this side of the street. So it's like why not take the tax revenue where you
can when it falls in with the city.

I know it's kinda, this is kind of prohibition all over again. So some of us
older folk, it's like kinda hard to get our arms around it. But when you kind
of see what it does and some of the results that you get from it, you know it
does work. As there some of the other rogue things that go on, you're always
going to get that. But so if you guys are willing to look at other areas, we
would love to look at the other areas and be... Doesn't mean that you have to
have cannabis leaves up there because most of them are very subtle. You
really don't, wouldn't even know to drive by a dispensary, 33 and Clark
street in downtown Chicago. You wouldn't even know you drove by one. Not
a clue. And most of them are like that, except Windy City, which is obviously
now corporately owned. I believe out of New York possibly. But they're,
that's about the only one I've ever seen a leaf on and I've delivered to every
one of them.

Most of the locations have what we... They either have a garage or a sally
port of some sort. So when you, when the cultivator makes the delivery, they
pull their vehicles into the garage. That's all gated off. Everything's
inventory. Then their security there lets the vehicles back out. You're not
just parking on the street and taking in trucks full of product, rolling it in,
down the sidewalk, into the store. Cause you're generally dealing with
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hundreds of thousands of dollars at a delivery time. So it's not like delivering
50 cases of beer. It's deliver 50 boxes of cannabis and you're at six figures
really quick.

That was the other reason I chose the... We were looking at the commercial,
because you guys... Part of the security plan is to have an overhead door and
like he said, not just have a two ended carton wheel it half a block down the
sidewalk because you just open yourself up for problems. Part of the
security plan is to pull the truck in there, close the door, and then unload and
do that stuff. So that's the other reason for industrial.
Okay. And I guess the other, I guess my idea of the industrial park is just it's
so dark down there and people driving down there at night. Once they leave
your facility then the security that I'm looking at is not there. But as far as
the having an industrial park, I'm not really for it. I would rather see it
somewhere else. But that has nothing to do with myself as the rest of the
commissioners and city council will make up that ideal.

We would prefer to be in a location like that as well and most of the locations
that are there, that are available, we could make that, you can make that
happen as well where you can get a vehicle stolen. You guys probably pass up
vans every day long, all day long white vans and most of them probably got
cannabis being delivered. They're, all they are really these small little 90minute cargo van. That little, that short little one that they just load up in the
back. They pull into a garage you don't need, it's not a, it's not an over, semi
coming in or a box truck coming in. It's a small personal vehicle that's all
armed and monitored through the state police as well. So every van is linked
to the state police. Every delivery vehicle so they know exactly where it's at
and where it... And they route it for the day so they know every stop at what
time it should it be there.

Okay. I guess part of the first question there is something we have to look at.
We had the right to opt out of altogether or allow with or with restrictions
on this project. So it doesn't, you can opt out of it and say the city doesn't
want to have nothing to do with it. You can opt in and say that you, with
what restrictions you want. So it's not just let them open up and close. It's a
matter of, if you have, the city has a right to just say no to it completely. So,
and just bring that up for conversation sakes for anybody that thinks that we
should not allow this, now's the time to say that.
What differentiates a medical dispensary now, versus a cannabis open to
everyone dispensary?

So for the medical dispensary, you have to apply for the license. Without one
of those licenses they wouldn't even let me in the door. You have to show
that license, they let you in. The difference is then when that passes on the
first, all the places he showed that were medical, they're going to be open for
business for regular dispensaries. You're 21 years old, you show your
driver's license, you could be from out of state, wherever you want to be.
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So in other words, aside from getting a... Maybe a doctor provides you a
script of saying, "Hey, you should take this concentration level of marijuana,"
There is no requirement then for those licenses or anything else?
Not come January 1st, there won't be a lot of difference. The big difference
will be the tax benefit, because a medical user will pay a different tax rate
than they will a rec user. So their tax base is going to be less than it will be
for recreation.

The licensing opens up October 1st. They should award the licenses
somewhere in the timeframe of May, as Ray just mentioned. The first, I think
it's 72, somewhere in that general area. Their plan at this point in their
declaration is about 300 licenses, so it will maintain 21 cultivators. There's
currently 62 dispensary licenses, but only 56 of them that are actually active
and selling as it sits today. And then once they get the, once the medical
dispensaries get all of their licensing come May, then they'll release the
licenses however they award them out, or how they're going to break them
out of part district.
And those levels of contact are actually regulated by the state?

Every plant that we grow in the facility, once they trim the buds off and
they're all trimmed and they're basically in five gallon buckets or 40 pound
bags. The state comes in and pulls a bud out of every bag and marks it, seals
the bag. Once they approve the contents of the product that's within that
bag, because they know exactly how many plants are grown, what strain's
being grown. How many buds come through and how many pounds come
out of it.

They test it, and then they'll give us the label on all the test regulations on it,
and that's how everything gets labeled from there. But yes, the state controls
every piece, every flower that goes out of there. They put them in containers
and then we take it to the test facility. They're in sealed containers when the
test facility come picks them up.

Anything can happen. It hasn't happened as of yet, it could happen. One of
the things that we have to have a good security plan. And part of our security
plan is, "What do we do with our money?" Because remember, banks are
federally funded, so we have to have a state bank or credit union that we've
got to find as a partner as well. So we're searching for that as we're talking to
banks and things. So we want to have all that in place. Yes, the Feds could
come in and, yes. Who knows? They could come in and say, "Look, it's still
illegal under federal law." And they're letting the States... they've made the
statement that we're going to let the States do it how they want to.
We're guessing within the next two years, depending on the next presidency.
Whether it's this presidency or the next presidency, however it floats,
whichever way it goes. We would think within the next two years, our bet is
within the next two to three years, they will take the federal restrictions off.
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We thought it would happen last year, but when Sessions got in, we knew
that wasn't going to happen because he was completely against it. So we'll
see how it shifts. But the bet is two to three. The horses are so far around the
track and there's so many billions of dollars invested in this, it's basically
more than half the country's legal now.

I wasn't being a smart guy when I said that, but we do pay our federal taxes
on everything that comes in, but yet it's still federally illegal, but they cashed
the check every month. So we truly think that it'll fly in the other direction.
I'm not sure if you all are versed on what a dispensary generally will do in
revenue, or what the state thinks that they'll pull in. Their guesstimation was
a little bit high in the first run. We think that the state of Illinois should come
in somewhere around $250 million in sales tax in year one.
In year two they're looking to get it somewhere into that 400 range, and
then by year three to get it about 700. And they think by year four to five it
should be about a billion dollars in sales tax to get the state out of the hole
that they're currently in. And that doesn't account for the tax base that hits
your facility. But if you keep in mind a dispensary does about somewhere
between four to $6 million per dispensary, and that doesn't include your
cultivators that are into the hundreds of millions of dollars.

So they do quite a bit of business, they're tax heavily, and the profits are
tough. It's very similar to the gambling boats that are coming in, they all talk
about the gambling boats. All the people that own the gambling boats are
saying, "We can't make any money because of where you want us to go and
what the taxes are." This isn't much different. Everybody thinks that this is
the get rich quick scheme. If it was, I wouldn't work three jobs and four
other businesses that I own if it was a get quick scheme, because I've done
nothing but dump money into this thing. Into the tune of millions of dollars
through all of us.

We are privately held; we are privately owned. We all live right here in the
state, and it's been a long road, let me tell you to get there. We're hoping
with the rec it's going to pick up a little bit. Is there profit in it? Absolutely, or
we would not be standing here to talk about it. But it's not what everybody
seems to think it is. The cost of flower right now is about $3,200 a pound.
You can go to the corner and buy it for about 16, or $1,200 a pound in the
corner. We sell it out at somewhere in that 28 to 3,200 a pound range.
It originally came out at about 3,800 to 4,200 when we first came out. And as
the cultivators started to get in, we had more cultivation than we had the...
There weren't enough dispensaries, and there weren't enough illnesses on.
Or illnesses isn't the right word to use. But they didn't have enough... If they
would have put chronic pain on, it would have made everybody's life a little
bit easier, where you could make a little bit of money. But everything we put
in, you just put it right back into your business. So it's been tough.
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The rec piece should help this go forward for sure. But those are ballpark
number on the sales tax numbers. And those are all based off of what
Colorado has currently done, based off of the population within the state of
Illinois. So it was a little high in the front end, but they brought it down and
it will get back up there. And I don't see a billion being a long shot.

Yes. Commissioner Wolf, the Illinois Municipal League is estimating that
municipalities will see between $200-$400,000 in additional tax revenue per
year per dispensary within their corporate boundaries.
In terms of along the lines, you were talking about the banks. Trouble,
because their banks are federally funded. Are you cash only? Or do you
accept credit?

We are cash only, it's the way the laws are set up. They are working on a
debit type of a card system as we speak, but it hasn't worked to be perfectly
honest with you because of the limited amount of banks. We personally
bank, my wife personally banks at the bank of Springfield, so we make
deposits at the bank of Springfield on a regular basis. So somebody's got to
drive to Springfield every couple of days to make a deposit.

The banks charge ginormous amounts of money to manager the accounts
that they have, because there's only a handful of banks. It's nothing to get a
get a management fee of the bank for $5,000 a month for them to manage
the account of the money that you're putting in. And they got you, there's
nothing you can do except pay all your bills in cash, and that's tough to do.
And some do, some will just pay us with cash and some will pay us with
check, but no there is no credit card. There's ATM, and every dispensary has
got an ATM.
So in terms of security, typically I would assume that when you walk into
this place you're going to get checked in?

It would be like a currency exchange window or a bank window that's closed
up. You would put your driver's license under it, they would scan it in and
make sure that it's all accurate, just like you were going to go to a bar at
night. They scan it, make sure it's clean. They send the card back to you, they
open the door and let you in. It is not a revolving door where people just
walk in and walk out, every person has to be scanned in before they can get
through the front security door.
Is there a limit on how many people at a time can be in the store?

That's part of the security plan, yes. That's part of your security plan. I was
talking to the guy today from Lake Forest, that would be all part of the
security plan. And you don't want them lining up outside either, there's not
allowed to be a line outside. But depending on your square footage and how
you've got it set up and how many workers you have there, that might
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change. Someone calls off sick, you're going to have to have less people
inside.

If you get your location here in the city of Oak Forest, how many folks do you
plan on employing here?
We're looking at 20 to 22 people with a manager, depending on how busy
we are, how big of a place we can put it in. One of the places you asked why,
one of the places we looked at originally was there in Harlem, because I
know there's some blank land there and it's still Oak Forest.

Hiring security personnel. Will there'll be full-time security people on the
premises the whole time you're open?

When you say like an armed guard, something like that.? Right now from
what I understand, I talked to our security guy today. The police don't want
that, nor do the security firms want an armed person. They're steering all
the places away from... If you put in your security plan that you're going to
have an armed guard, you're going to score lower on your license. They
don't want more armed people out there.

As far as somewhat of a bouncer, that's the person that's going to take the ID
and buzz you in. That's a little more trained to look for different kinds of
things like that. But no, no armed security.

We don't have any armed in any of the ones that are out that I know of.
There might be one or two that are in some of the other areas where they
might have an armed guard, but I haven't seen that in many of the
dispensaries at all. To his point, once you set that precedent you're stuck
with that precedence. And really, nobody has any trouble. Everybody knows
what they're going there for, they get buzzed in, they get buzzed out. They're
only leaving with so much; they're not walking out with thousands of dollars
in their pocket. They're only picking up what they want, and they obviously
leave the facility.

Everything's packed, you can't see it. It's all in opaque plastic or containers.
It's not like walking in and seeing a glass jar of bud sitting as it sits today.
They may free that up a little bit for the rec piece, because people do want to
see it. We've got little containers that you can look through and see it. But no
heavy security like that at this point.
The reason I brought that up was, you're talking you're going to be a cash
business only, correct?

Yes. But they can't get to any of that. It's all behind armed doors as well, and
it's all in vaults and drop safes. So yes, it'sBut eventually that money's going to have to leave your building and go to
the bank.
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Yes. Right now, we unfortunately have to take that. The owners do, because
you can't get Brinks to come in and take anything because they have
nowhere to go with it. They're not going to pick it up here and go to
Springfield.
Springfield.

Is the problem.

So you got a lot of bridges to cross yet, don't you?

Not really, not in regards to that. We've been doing this for years. We've
been doing it for the past six years I believe roughly, and it's an everyday
practice. And it's-

Dave Kerr:

Like something you're used to doing.

Dave Kerr:

Thank you.

Chuck Wolf:

From your experience right now, what's the minimum requirements square
footage wise for one of these dispensaries? Or what's the average, or what
are you looking as far as square footage?

Tom Stumpf:
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What we're hoping is, once the Feds release it, then we'll be in good shape.
Like if CNB didn't have that one bank on the other side of the river, they
would be living large right now because they could take everybody's money.
But they have the one that doesn't fall within this, they're not a state bank
for an example.
Mr. Wolf.

For building altogether, I think you're looking at three to 4,000 square feet.
The actual retail space is probably going to take up most of that. The biggest
part or your stock is going to be in a big giant safe. Everything's put in a safe
in the back, so it's not like you're a got a bunch of shelves to stock stuff.

Yes. Well I heard earlier, like an area where we'd have to have a dock. A
docking station where a truck comes in, the door goes up, and the truck goes
out.

It's really not even a docking station, Mr. Wolf. It's really just an overhead
door that we would have whoever's checking IDs in the front, the security at
the front would open up the security in the back. You'd close the front up
until they open up the door. The car just pulls, it's a one car garage in all
reality. It's just an overhead door. You pull in, you unload. There are small
cargo vans, mini cargo vans. They're not even like a family size van, they're
just that small little cargo van.
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Pull in, they unload, they inventory everything. It has to be counted in
inventory before they can leave and get it counted in. Then it goes on the
other side of the fence, gets put in the safe. And they open up the door and
away the truck goes. Or the van.

So about average is three to 4,000 square feet with that type of garage or
something like that?

I would be fully open to move it out of the industrial area. If there's a spot on
Harlem or something. I've seen some of that dispensaries last time I was in
Vegas, and they were right out in the open. They were... See anything with
them being out of place.

I think originally when a medical dispensary came out, Wayne's Radiator
was one of the spots that was talked about, because that's on 159th Street.
Then of course it was the dog place, and then of course the beauty parlor.

Yes. So those are all the places that were talked about originally. But the only
one I said on Harlem Avenue, and then of course Wayne's, because that's got
three garages, garage doors. But those are just places for you to go look at.
And again, what we might want to do, the city council may change. So you
have no restrictions.

Yes. So we're looking at, and I think I can speak for Tom. Right now, we're
looking at trying to get four licenses. We're going to apply for them. We got
two social equity people, they can each apply. If we get one, I think that's our
goal. Right now we have... Hopefully we get the two, because we have two
cities that we're targeting. I know we've talked to others, but Oak forest
being one of them just cause it's close to home, and Glenwood being the
other. Because he's got another business there as well.

We're not looking for any money from the city. I'd love to have the spot in
Harlem. That's something our board has to decide. Do we want to build
here? Here's one of the issues that I can throw out there. If we build, then we
own it, but it's a lot more expensive. If you rent and throw all that security
into it and cameras, what's the chances the landlord's going to come in three
years and say, "Oh look how nice it is. Now look at all the cameras and
security. Now we want $10,000 a month." But we're not looking for any
money.

So we're looking at, would be a social equity partner. I know I keep using
that word, but that's the word they use with the city. We want to find out
what the hot points with the city are. We want to be able to donate,
obviously there's the tax benefits. But we want to work with the city, where
they want us to be. Like Glenwood, if it's breakfast in the school for kids,
we're not looking to say, "Oh look, all your breakfasts are supplied by the
cannabis store." We're now looking to have our name out there, but we're
looking to be able to fund it with the board.
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Ray Kalinsky:

Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:
Chairman Stuewe:
Mr. Rea:

You guys, you pick someone that runs it. We fund, what, a half a percent of
sales or something. And we really want to be responsible partners. We don't
want the flashing lights that says "Weed, weed, weed." They're going to find
you. If it's not here, it's going to be in Tinley Park, or it's going to be in
Crestwood or somewhere. We're just looking to be ahead of the curve and
have a partnership with the city.

When you asked about licenses, just to take you back. When it first became
medical in the state of Illinois, we applied for five licenses. We applied for
three cultivation licenses and we applied for two dispensaries. And we got
one cultivation license in the East St. Louis, Illinois. So that's where our grow
facilities, in East St Louis, Illinois. So we're probably about the only
operating business in the city of East St. Louis. But it's a great location.

The problem back when you did that is, we had to own all the property or
have a lease on all the property when we applied for the licenses. So we
spent about 15 million between... I'm sorry, not 15 million. We spent about 5
million.

Between ... I'm sorry, not 15 million. We spent about 5 million with buildings
and everything else that we had to have contracts on. Where this is a little
bit of a different thing. So we don't know how many people are going to
apply for licensing. Because it was so expensive to apply with the medical
piece, where the licensing isn't as expensive to apply for this time. So, our
guess is, they're going to get piles of license agreements to come through
starting October 1st, for the recreation piece that they claim that they will
award outcome May. And then, you still got another three to six months
build-up from that point.

Even if they award us a license come May, then we still need to make sure
that if they give us the area of Oak Forest, that you guys are still willing to
give us this location, or things of that nature. And the same with Glenwood.
So, that's why we're trying to go through this process.

So, it's a little bit of a different licensing agreement this year, than it was ever
in the past. So, we think that there's going to be quite a few coming through.
I know some locations are doing licensing agreements. They're charging
people, applicants, $100,000 just to fill out the license. That's how
complicated the application is. Other people have to kind of fill it out for you.

So, we've got that advantage where we don't have to do that. And, we've got
some intel on how to fill it out correctly, because we've done it in the past.
So, we'll see.
Mr. Rea?

Can you help us out with the timeline? Meaning all the things we need to
discuss and go through. It's kind of what I'm asking. For us to do the right
things for the city, and give you enough time to do what you need to do.
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Ray Kalinsky:

Ray Kalinsky:

Chairman Stuewe:

Sure, sure. So here's what we're looking for, and I'll walk you through the
timeline. I'm not looking to have six cities in the line and then get one
license, and then have to decide. I'm looking to, with our application,
possibly, and maybe I'm overstepping. But this is what we're looking for is,
maybe have a letter from the city of Oak Forest. Say, "Hey, if Social Equity
Cannabis is selected, we have a partnership. Here's the social equity plan
that we already agreed to. They're going to give ..." and I'm just, don't hold
me to any of this stuff. I know it's on record but, "We're going to give 1% of
our sales to fund breakfast for kids in the school. And this is how we're going
to select it, and this what we're going to do." And it spells out all that from
you guys, and we'd include that.

So, October 1st, the rules come out. They're kind of out, you've seen them,
but it's the state of Illinois. I don't know what they can change. They might
require you with an armed guard. Who knows what they're going to do. You
got to have that application in by December 31st, January 1st. Again, May
they're going to award those 73 licenses. I believe it's 43 in the
Chicago/Naperville/Elgin area. I think that's the Labor Bureau area, and
then throughout the state is the rest of the 30-something other licenses.
They say in May. It's the state of Illinois. Again, who knows what's going to
happen with ... Some people aren't going to get them. They're going to sue
people. I don't know what's going to happen. I would imagine that the first
store that, if we were going to open with you guys. If everything goes
according to plan, I would say January of 2021 we open our doors. So that's
the fast track I think.

So, the cannabis, if they would be allowed to smoke it on premises wherever
they sell it at. If they open it, and either that, or a lounge.

Voted 5-1 with 3 members absent noting that this is a discussion and not a motion for
approval.
Chairman Stuewe:

Next would be the zoning restrictions.

Chairman Stuewe:

I'm in the idea that along the corridors of Cicero and 159th street, and along
with the idea of the industrial park. I see that as, I guess Harlem would, if
that would be I guess another corridor. But I mean, that would be the ideal
thing for me because at least there'd be traffic. The business would be
prosperous. And I think the security of the people coming shopping for
would be better.

Paul Ruane:

Jason Guisinger:

So whether or not you guys would want to put some type of, a specific
location, whether it's businesses or industrial. And under that would be
whether it'd be just the main corridors or the zoning itself in general,
because there's some spotted zoning in our city.

I would concur. I think probably one of the logical spots would probably be
off of Harlem over there. I think that would probably be a really high
visibility, or not visibility, but a high traffic area as opposed to 167th. That
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Mr. Rea:
Wayne Schroeder:
Chuck Wolf:

Chuck Wolf:

would get you away from some of the other like restaurants, or maybe some
of the other concerns that people might have about wanting to locate
something of that nature just because of their stigmatism about it. That it
would be kind of off, with some other industrial size areas, because that's
what like, 151st and Harlem, back over there at the seat?

I'm torn. I love the industrial, but I get it as far as this row or Harlem, so I'm
open to both.

Well, I'll start with the industrial. It would be a location, but I agree that it's
kind of out of the way. I have no objection to Cicero, 159th, or Harlem.

Well, the industrial is there within our code. I'm receptive to Harlem just
knowing essentially what is within that area now. I'm not as inclined to put
it anywhere on Cicero or anywhere on 159th Street unless it's something
that's possibly, the first thing that comes to mind, is West of the Arroyo area
or something like that. But then you're getting close to residential as well.
And they all have pretty close proximities, especially on Cicero, to residential
areas and things like that.

But if you're receptive to opening up cafes and allow it to smoke on premises
and everything else, you may as well just put it on Cicero's too, is part of my
thought. It really depends on what this board wants to restrict as far as the
dispensary, or opening it up to cafes or anything else, on where you want to
expand it is my thought. But original thoughts, I like what Commissioner
Ziak said, and I have no problem with the Harlem Avenue area.

Dave Kerr:

No problem with Harlem, Cicero, or 159th.

Paul Ruane:

So then additionally would we want to put on any type of cap, a limited
amount of them, either via per zoning district, per area or overall throughout
the city?

Ken Keeler:

Chairman Stuewe:
Mr. Rea:
Jason Guisinger:

I have no problem.

Well, leave it up to me to start. I'll say, I would see three only because I could
see Harlem, Cicero, and 159th Street. I don't know about 167th Street so
much, but that's the areas that I would put them in if I was to open up one.

Just to give a stump thing to start with, we could kind of copy the tattoo
parlor model. Every 2000 feet with a maximum of three, just an idea to get
us started.

Well, in terms of the separation requirements, there's two different types of
separation requirements. One is a buffer between what is designated as
sensitive uses, like schools, or daycare facilities, or churches. The other is the
separation between actual dispensing facilities. And the state law requires
1500 feet between dispensing facilities, and specifically prohibits
municipalities from changing that to a greater space. So we wouldn't be able
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Chuck Wolf:

Dave Kerr:

Ken Keeler:

to say 2225, although we could make it a smaller, you couldn't make it a
greater distance requirement.

Yeah, I was going along those same lines. So when you are looking at those
regulations in itself, you're going to have to look at when we say, "Oh,
anywhere on Cicero," there are certain establishments right now it can't be
that close to. And you want to look at the future use of what you want on
that Cicero and where it's going to be, compared to a dispensary. So those
are just things I would say take into consideration before you just give carp
launch and say, anywhere on the street.
I agree.
Agree.

Jason Guisinger:

I agree. Three.

Jason Guisinger:

But if I may, Mr. Chairman. But the city can create buffer requirements
between sensitive uses. So you can put within the zoning ordinance that, a
dispensary shall not be located within a hundred feet of a school, a daycare,
and really any type of sensitive use that the city wants to identify.

Mr. Rea:

Jason Guisinger:

Ray Kalinsky:

Ray Kalinsky:
Chairman Stuewe:
Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Agreed.

And I should also say, there's no requirement in the state statute, with
respect to recreational dispensaries in terms of buffer requirements from
sensitive use of code. So it's not a requirement that you have any, but if the
city wants them, then they would need to be regulated through the zoning
ordinance.
In the bill, yeah. The part you're referring to, which is like he said, it's not
really well written. It doesn't say that I can't put a cannabis place next to a
school, but I can't advertise my cannabis place next to a school. So, it's by
where you can advertise it or not. And there's other rules in there.

So that's the part you saw about the daycare. I can't advertise next to day
care, but I can open the shop next to it. Not that I'm looking to do then.

I agree. How much can somebody buy?

So it's 30 grams of flower, five grams of cannabis concentrate, or 500
milligrams of THC containing a cannabis infused product. So right now we
can only package things that are at a maximum of a hundred milligrams. So it
might be 10 gummies at 10 milligrams each, or four gummies at 25
milligrams each. We can only package at a hundred milligrams max, which
is, when they can buy up to 500 milligrams of THC going into this new piece.

So, your kind of limited on the ATM piece. You're only going to spend $200
ish to $300, and you're going to hit your level. It's going to be more
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Chairman Stuewe:
Jason Guisinger:
Ray Kalinsky:

Chairman Stuewe:
Ray Kalinsky:
Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Tom Stumpf:

Ray Kalinsky:

Ray Kalinsky:
Tom Stumpf:

Ray Kalinsky:

controlled. They can only buy a max of this. So, you just can't go in and spend
a grand. When they scan your license, it tells them what you bought the next
time. So it tracks like, they can't just leave that one and go to another one. So
because all of the systems are linked.

Well how much of a time in between can somebody buy? Daily or weekly, or
what? Is their consumption number?
I thought it was weekly.

I think that all those numbers also cut in half for out of state.

I saw that part. But it's also cumulative, the amount of THC that's, if you buy
five grams of a smoke able stuff, and then the chewables and all that other
stuff.

Like he said, that one was 500 milligram of edibles. Just 30 grams of the
flower.

So you think, that's about $70 roughly. A gram goes retail at about $60 to
$80 depending on the quality of the flower. What you're doing is you're
taking all the stuff, not all. You're going to eliminate a lot of that stuff on the
street that's coming in that is really bad, that they're putting synthetics and
everything else into. At least anybody that wants it, they're buying it. At least
they can now buy it in a quality, and controlled, and managed through the
state, and tested product versus not knowing what you're buying off of a
corner.
The other things that you may or may not be aware of, council, I'm sure
you're in the loop on this. But they've already, the state, the current medical
and cultivation facilities as they open their licensing fees, are on the
$100,000 range and up. And a majority of that money is going back into the
university.

So I think south suburban, they're going to have a cultivation program going
on. It's all suburban. We believe it's going to go to Maureen as well, because
we are short people across the industry, across the country. So the hottest,
fastest growing jobs right now are in the cannabis industry, and the
university's behind time. So they are now adding, this year, they're adding
programs into their curriculum forGrowers.

South suburban's already signed up.
So they're already signed.

They might approach you because that might be one of the spots. You asked
about jobs. That's one of the things we're going to forge the colleges and say,
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Mayor Kuspa:
Mayor Kuspa:

Chuck Wolf:

Mayor Kuspa:
Ray Kalinsky:

Mayor Kuspa:
Mayor Kuspa:
Tom Stumpf:

Ray Kalinsky:
Ray Kalinsky:

Mayor Kuspa:
Ray Kalinsky:
Tom Stumpf:

Mayor Kuspa:

"Look. We're willing to pay some of the tuition because you need some good
people."
14948 Moorings Lane, Oak Forest. I really want to thank the board. This is a
very worthwhile discussion. We're going to be having it with the council
next week.
Hank Kuspa, 14948 Moorings Lane, Oak Forest. Again, I want to thank the
board, and especially I want to thank our guests. This has been very
informative. So just a couple of quick questions, real quick questions. As far
as consumption goes, I know you guys voted six to one, and I rarely agree
with Chuck, but I'm kind of with Chuck on this one. I'm not in favor of, I'd
rather dispensary, not consumption on site.
Oh, that's a word right there. And as a record, Hank.

We're on the record. I agreed with Chuck on this one. Sorry. I sat next to him
up there for a couple of years.
Even more rare than I came to present it and I agreed with him well.

Okay. The one thing that that you had mentioned a couple times, an excellent
presentation both you guys. You know your stuff, so thank you.

You had mentioned a half a percentage point tax here or 1% to go to
something specific. But the state will allow local municipality to tax up to
3%, am I correct?
That's correct, yes.

That part's different. That's not the tax money. That's about a social equity
program. That we decided for the community and say, "We want to do
lunches for kids."
And give them money, that's aside from the taxes.
Okay.

The taxes are necessary.

We'd like you to start out at one and then graduate it to three, whether it's
us or somebody else because at least you can give them time to build their
business. Because this isn't a short term gain, it's a longterm investment.

Actually, most of the questions I had coming in here got answered. So again,
it was an excellent presentation. License fees. I know what I had read about
the state license fees and all that stuff. What about local municipalities?
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Jason Guisinger:
Mayor Kuspa:

Jason Guisinger:

We can't license marijuana, I should say cannabis establishments, where
municipalities are specifically preempted by the statute for licensing these
establishments.
They're a business. We license any other business.

Exactly, and we can subject these businesses to the general business
licensing regulations, but we can't, like with liquor licensing, the home rule
community has a lot of latitude to charge a fee for a liquor license, and we
can't do that with cannabis.

******************************

Chairman Stuewe requested a motion to Approve the meeting minutes from August 21, 2019.
Mr. Ziak motioned

Mr. Riha seconded

Motion to approve carried by voice vote.

******************************
Chairman Stuewe requested a motion to adjourn the meeting.
Mr. Keeler motioned
Mr. Kerr seconded

Meeting Adjourned at 8:24 p.m.
________________________________________

CHAIRMAN JAMES STUEWE
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